2
Thinking of a past negative event, reflecting and writing down 1-3 things learned from it, and discussing it with someone.
3 Thinking each evening of three good things in the day, what makes it possible for these things to happen to the person and how these things could happen in future.
4
Thinking of a positive or humorous statement to use when facing adversities that could help in dealing with the situation in a peaceful way, learning to use it and observing the effects.
5
Recognizing coping strategies that helped in a past situation, and how these strategies could help with a current problem.
6
Learning to use automatic thoughts such as 'luckily nothing worse happened', which can assist in finding a positive view in difficult situations.
7
Promoting forgiveness by imagining that a person who has hurt the participant has apologized for the event, then deciding to forgive for the participant's own good and imagining writing a letter to that person.
8 Limiting worrying to a specific 30-minute time in a day.
9
Taking distance from a negative emotion by imagining that the emotion is caused by a creature and giving that creature a name, and thinking, what could get the creature to come close and stay, and what would make that creature go away.
10
The email is started with an example how the consequences of an event that first appear positive or negative may later turn out to be the opposite. Next the participant is encouraged to think with this perspective of a recent negative event.
11
Accepting the unchangeable by imagining meeting a wise person who tells that the thing really cannot be changed, then placing a small object within sight and thinking every time that the participant sees the object, that 'I just have to live with it' or 'I'm not going to let that ruin my life', and then observing how the method has an effect.
12 Doing 3-5 good deeds for others on one day a week for many weeks.
13
Letting go of a past event that still bothers by writing about it in detail on paper, adding possible missing things the next day and then destroying the paper.
14 Paying attention to negative things happening and imagining that each of them has three positive consequences, and discussing the idea with someone.
15
Writing down 5 things to be grateful for once a week.
16
The participant is asked to imagine meeting a person who goes through a similar difficult situation as the participant, and that the situation has caused strong emotions in the imaginary person. The participant is prompted to think what to say to the persons that would make that person feel better. 
